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From the very beginning, humanity wondered about forces and mysteries that surround 
our existence. Today scientific knowledge is getting more and more precise. Our relation 
to the world is jostled by immediate interactions and connections. The whole planet 
became observable. Under thousands of lenses hidden places are getting rare. Remain 
depths. It could be the last refuge for instincts, dreams and mysteries, necessary for any 
rambling mind. Under the surface, layer after layer, back in time towards the origins, the 
depths host ancestral fears and believes. Like witnesses of Earth’s evolution, they are 
telling us to slow down, to contemplate and to listen carefully.  
Our exhibition is designed as a see-through wall maze. While walking around, layers 
of fabric are covering and uncovering the artistic works. Visitors are led through 
untransformed oil, extreme marin ecosystem and strange subaquatic visions inhabited 
by octopuses and fossils. This journey feels like a breath-holding dive in the middle of 
translucent walls. Among them, spaces and distances between the different art works 
seem to change as one goes along.  
This project was born from a desire of exploration similar to what Patricio Guzmán did 
in Nostalgia de la luz2. His movie takes place in the Atacama desert, where individual 
and collective quests are progressing side by side. Astronomers dive into the sky and 
study stars, when archaeologists search for ancient civilisations. Women excavate 
bones, since the dictatorship’s end, in the hope to find their missing family members. 
Among this arid ground, where life seems absent, science, politics and metaphysics are 
interweaved.
With our own tools we are observing what surrounds us starting from clues,  premonitions, 
reflexions and personal preoccupations. Whether terrestrial, aquatic or celestial depths 
are a haven of possible. They are blurred and we are going towards them.

L’ ABÎME

Face à face avec la profondeur, l’homme, front
        penché, se recueille.

Que voit-il au fond du trou caverneux? La nuit sous la
        terre, l’Empire d’ombre.

Moi, courbé sur moi-même et dévisageant mon 
        abîme, - ô moi! - je frissonne,

Je me sens tomber, je m’éveille et ne veux plus voir 
        que la nuit .1 

1      Victor Segalen, «Les Trois hymnes primitifs» in Stèles, coll. Poésie, Gallimard, Paris, 1973 [1912].
2     Patricio Guzmán, Nostalgia de la luz, 2010, color, sound, 90 min, Atacama Productions-Blinder Filmpro-
duktion-Westdeutscher Rundfunk, Chili-Espagne-France-Allemagne-E.U.



Exhibition view, Galerie Faubourg 12 STRASBOURG (from 20/09/2018 to 07/10/2018). Photo credit : Thomas Kuchel.
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Long time ago, the Sea and the Tropics
Mario Baux-Costesèque
Videoprojection on untransformed petroleum, 266 x 200 cm, HD, 4:3, 6’ 30’’, loop, 2018

Submerged
Roman Carvajal Pardo
Sound installation, 4 speakers, stereo, loop, 4’ 51’’, varying dimensions, 2018

Labyrinth as a Straight Line
Julie Chane-Hive et Étienne Reutenauer
Installation, stretched cotton canvas on steel bars, varying dimensions, 2018 

Troubled waters 
Elodie Marandon
Series of drawings, graphite on paper, 56 x 76 cm/65 x 101cm, 2018

Earth’s Breath 
Emma Thiel
Silkscreen printing, UV ink on plexiglas, black-light spotlight, 130 x 100 cm, 2018

Profondeurs Atlas
Collective project
Website, www.profondeurs-atlas.com , 2018
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NB: The Labyrinth as a Straight Line has been especially designed for the Faubourg 12 
Gallery in Strasbourg. This map shows how it was displayed in September 2018, as an 
exemple. Obviously this installation should be and can be adapted to the place where it 
is exhibited. By implication, the location of the other works might change as well.
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Mario Baux-Costesèque

Long time ago, the Sea and the Tropics
Videoprojection on untransformed petroleum, 266 x 200 cm, HD, 4:3, 6’ 30’’, loop, 2018

Under the surface the unknown.
Another world drowned in darkness where time stretches and goes back to the origins.
Another world where living organisms are turning slowly into liquid rock.
Long time ago, the sea and the tropics.
Plankton becomes planet and men shrink, 
carried by random currents.
Then night comes.
Remain thick and moving blacknesses in the soil’s depths. 
Patiently the living from the old days becomes mineral oil.
Long time ago, the sea and the tropics.

Petroleum is a result of organic matter transformation into hydrocarbon (plankton and 
humic substances left on continental plateau) under the action of anaerobic bacterium. 
Those hydrocarbons are contained into porous rocks. 
The untransformed petroleum used to make this work has been taken off into an 
Alsatian forest. It is around 60 million years old.   

Photo credit : Thomas Kuchel
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Mario Baux-Costesèque was born in 1984 in Céret (France). He lives and works in Strasbourg. After a 
3 years degree of geography at Montpellier University, he has graduated from the Rhine High School 
of Fine Art in Strasbourg (HEAR) in 2016. His art productions intent to dissect, through a poetic, 
contemplative and absurd way, our contemporary world facets.
mariobauxcosteseque.com

Roman Carvajal Pardo

Submerged
Sound installation, 4 speakers, stereo, loop, 4’ 51’’

The breath-holding diver tries to go deeper and deeper into the water. He consciously 
stops his breathing. 
This sound composition follows two directions. The first one takes its inspiration 
from aquatic surroundings: pressure changes, darkness, silence... The second evokes  
physical effects on the human body : low artery pressure, decrease oxygen levels in 
blood... Those conditions set up a moment close to religious, trance and meditation as 
a ritual to challenge death.

Roman Carvajal Pardo was born in Bogotá (Colombia) in 1989. He started studying guitar at 12 
years old. In 2014, he finished his guitar degree at the National University of Colombia. He then 

entered into composition and musical theory fields. In 2016 he decided to carry on his learning 
process in Strasbourg with Daniel D’Adamo’s group of composers (HEAR). In his research he mixes 
instrumental and electronic music.
www.soundcloud.com/roman-carvajal-pardo
www.youtube.com/user/Romanchistoso

Julie Chane-Hive and Étienne Reutenauer

Labyrinth as a Straight Line
Stretched cotton canvas on steel bars, varying dimensions, 2018 

This installation is made of white stretched coton canvas hanged by steel bars. It creates 
a discreet way to guide the visitor. Walls become then almost invisible. By using 
translucency, lightness and fabric movements this work interrogates the original space. 
Depending on how the fabric layers overlap, the surrounding gets more or less foggy. 
The space is changing all the time. 
This artistic proposition transforms the gallery. It becomes at the same time an invisible 
exhibition support and a enveloping sensitive place to go through. The link with the 
other art works is ambiguous : Labyrinth as a Straight Line is a scenographic design and 
an art work itself. It is self-sufficient even if its shape changes with what it contains.

Photo credit : Thomas Kuchel Photo credit : Thomas Kuchel
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Julie Chane-Hive was born in 1991 in Réunion. She lives and works in Strasbourg. After studying 
graphic design in Sèvres, she has graduated from the Rhine High School of Fine Art in Strasbourg in 
2016 (HEAR, Book Section). She has co-founded the Martian’s Parlor publishing company with Colin 
Thil. She finds her inspiration in landscape experience. She collects fragments around her in order 
to re-organize them through storytelling.
www.juliechanehive.fr

Etienne Reutenauer was born in 1988 in Strasbourg where he works as an architect. He studied 
at the High School of Architecture in Strasbourg (ENSAS) and at the Valparaíso School (EAD-PUCV)
in Chile. He has graduated from the Paris-Malaquais National School of Architecture in 2014. He 
passed the HMONP in 2016. He is currently working on many architecture projects in Alsace and 
Île-de-France.

Elodie Marandon

those feelings. My models come from natural history museums collections : octopuses, 
fish, Sea Lilies and fossils.
These elements might be disturbing or even grotesque. I try to recreate a space using 
these organisms by drawing. The resulting underwater visions are the projection 
of a fantasied universe. I depict next to each other strange animals and traditional 
landscapes items like trees or stones, which I saw during my walks or trips. 
In this work, the notion of fall and hollow predominates. By recreating a submerged 
world where I can’t go, I relate a personal emotional journey.

Elodie Marandon was born in 1989 in Paris, where she currently lives and works. After studying 
psychology at the university, she entered the Rhine High School of Art (HEAR) in Strasbourg where 
she has graduated in 2016 (Painting studio). Her work is mostly inspired by her journeys in Asia. She 
uses landscape has a reflexion of human emotions. Always on paper, her productions are between 
drawing and painting.
www.elodiemarandon.com

Emma Thiel

Troubled waters
Series of drawings, graphite on paper, 56 x 76 cm/65 x 101cm, 2018

On the water surface is reflected the color of the sky, the surrounding environment. 
Sometimes the clearness allows us to see what is hiding below, the branches of the 
trees, some animals. All sorts of shapes emerge, letting our imagination ramble. 
Darkness and deepness might give us vertigo and make us shiver. I built this series using 

Photo credit : Thomas Kuchel

Photo credit : Thomas Kuchel

Earth’s Breath
Silkscreen printing, UV ink on plexiglas, black-light spotlight, 130 x 100 cm, 2018
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PROFONDEURS - ATLAS
www.profondeurs-atlas.com

This website is a collective project related to « Depths » exhibition. It looks like a digital 
and interactive tapestry. Forty icons are displayed on an impossible landscape and 
each of them refers to a specific reference. Each of the six artists selected the sources 
of inspiration crossed during his own creation process. We wanted to share what feeds 
and builds our artistic universes. Each entry (text, video, sound…) is linked to another in 
order to cross our thoughts. 
We invite the visitors to explore this website and discover, or rediscover, extracts from 
literature, music, cinema, paintings, theatre… related to the depths mysteries. 

Around forty years ago, scientists discovered an unknown geological phenomenon at 
the bottom of the oceans : hydrothermal sources. 
These « oceanic oases » without light, with extreme temperature and under high 
pressure are unexpectedly inhabited by many ecosystems. Inside of those aquatic 
chimneys, made of chemical combinations, live many biologic specimens. They are 
unique landscapes hiding a silent and magical world.
The study of the hydrothermal sources is related to the research about the origins of 
life on Earth. Those biotopes became a major tool for exobiology. This science studies 
geochemical and biochemical processes that made life appear and evolve. It also looks 
for life outside of the solar system, on other planets.

Emma Thiel was born in 1993 in Pontivy (France). She lives and works in Strasbourg. Aft er a one 
year studying Fine Arts at Rennes 2, she has graduated from the Rhine High School of Fine Art in 
Strasbourg in 2016 (HEAR). She uses biologic, scientific discoveries and very specific living organisms 
to move them into an imaginary and fictional world. In her art process, she uses screen print, video, 
drawing and installation.
emmathiel.wordpress.com



http://online.fliphtml5.com/qdzf/kpus/#p=8

1 sur 1 04/09/2018 à 20:00

Dernière Nouvelles d’Alsace, « Profondeurs : refuge du mystère », 18th of 
Septembre 2018.

Mix Magasine, « En terre inconnue », N°228 Sptembre 2018, p.8
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